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Abstract—Robotic systems map unknown terrain and collect
scientific relevant data of foreign planets. Currently, pilots from
Earth steer these rovers on Moon and Mars surfaces via
teleoperation. However, remote control suffers from a high delay
of the long distance communication which leads to a reduction of
the time the rover can spent gathering scientific data. We propose
a system architecture for an autonomous rover for planetary
exploration. The architecture is centered around a flexible,
scalable world model to record and represent the environment of
the robot. An autonomous task control framework and a versatile
constraint motion planner use the live information from the
world model to steer the rover through complex manipulation
tasks. Furthermore, we present the enhancement of our Light
Weight Rover Unit (LRU) with an innovative docking interface
for arbitrary tool handling. We showcase the effectiveness of our
approach at the moon-analogue demonstration mission of the
ROBEX project on Mt. Etna, Sicily. We show in two experiments
that the robot is capable of autonomously deploying scientific in-
struments and collecting soil samples from the volcano’s surface.
I. INTRODUCTION
Planetary exploration aims at discovering scientific insights
about other planets. Scientists want to explain the planet’s
composition and creation, find new elements, and ultimately
discover new life on a remote planet. All these discoveries
require data. Scientists want to analyze images of the planet
surface, measure seismic activities and take samples of the
planet’s soil. One solution is to send a robotic system to
the remote planet in order to gather this data. Employing
an autonomous rover has one main advantage: Data can
be gathered faster than by human teleoperation as it is not
hindered by the delay of a remote distance communication.
Nevertheless designing an autonomous mobile manipulation
approach for planetary exploration poses many challenges.
One issue is the mass of the robotic system. While the
rover needs to be relatively lightweight, it needs to manip-
ulate objects which are relatively heavy. Another issue is
the communication delay. As live monitoring is limited, the
robot must feature a high degree of autonomy and robustness.
Finally many challenges of autonomous manipulation apply:
Complex system architecture with many sensors and actors,
partial information of the robots surroundings, and location
uncertainty of the robot and the manipulated objects.
Fig. 1. The Light Weight Rover Unit lifts the scientific instrument from
the ground and places the seismometer into the payload carrier on the
robot’s back.
We present an integrated approach for mobile manipulation,
which tackles the key challenges of planetary exploration.
We feature a fully autonomous rover prototype with stereo
cameras, a lightweight manipulator and an innovative docking
interface. The rover is steered by our autonomous task control
software with an architecture design centered around a flexible
world model. The robot’s environment information is shared
in a graph database between the core software components:
A constrained motion planner, an autonomous navigation and
exploration system, and object detection modules for lander
and measurement instrument localization.
We showcase our approach and its robustness in two
planetary exploration scenarios on a moon-analogue site on
Mt. Etna, Sicily. In the first experiment, the rover delivers a
seismographic instrument in a payload box from a landing
unit to a chosen location. The rover autonomously deploys
the instrument, which includes leveling of the ground surface
and creating an impulse for a test measurement. In the second
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experiment, the rover takes a payload box with storage slots
for soil samples from a landing unit and deploys it at a target
location. The robot then docks to a shovel, acquires a sample,
inserts it into the payload box, and recovers the payload box
from the ground. Both missions pose significant challenges to
the rover’s autonomy but were completed successfully.
II. RELATED WORK
Real space environments like on the Moon or Mars poses
many challenges to both the hardware and software of a
rover. The most famous examples of rovers ever built are
Sojourner [1], Lunokhod [2], Sprit, Curiosity and Opportu-
nity [3]. All of them were deployed on the Moon or Mars
and covered distances from 100 meters to more than 40
kilometers [4]. Unfortunately, they all lack an autonomous
behavior as all their actions are remotely controlled [2, 3, 5].
Thus, new systems evolve, which attempt to complete missions
fully autonomous, like the Light Weight Rover Unit (LRU)
rover [6].
Robot autonomy requires flexible system and software ar-
chitectures to divide the complexity of the overall task. The
Claraty architecture [7] was proposed at the beginning of this
century, but was not implemented on a real Moon or Mars
mission. Further software architectures proposed by NASA are
[8] and [5], which generate action sequences automatically but
are double-checked by humans each time before they are sent
to the Mars rovers. Architectures for fully autonomous systems
are proposed and tested by Schuster et al. [6], Eich et al. [9]
and Schneider et al. [10].
Autonomy requires frameworks for task programming, be-
havior definition, and mission control. We designed and imple-
mented our own framework as all existing software did not fit
our needs [11]. Unfortunately, the development and support
for many software packages already discontinued [12, 13],
although the general concepts behind were quite promising.
Other frameworks did not ship a graphical editor for robotic
behavior, which is, in our opinion, vital to cover very complex
scenarios [14, 15]. Thus, we developed our own solution for
creating complex, robotic tasks which is called RMC Advanced
Flow Control (RAFCON) [11]. The best alternative to our
framework is FlexBE, which supports many of the features
of RAFCON but lacks semantic state annotation, generation
of meaningful task metrics during state machine creation or
execution, and post-mortem analysis [16].
The robotics open source community lacks software pack-
ages for semantic knowledge representation. There are two
Robot Operating System (ROS) packages [17, 18], which are
both discontinued. Apart from ROS there are few other world
model frameworks available, and some of them represent their
knowledge in a scene graph-like structure [19, 18, 20, 21].
In contrast, we integrate a graph database for the storage of
highly connected heterogeneous data and designed a flexible
interface for distributed remote access to the world model,
which is presented in Section III-B.
Planning motions for manipulators is a wide field in
the robotics community. Sampling based planners like the
Rapidly Exploring Random Tree (RRT) and the Probabilistic
Roadmap Method (PRM) have emerged as the most widely
used planning approaches due to their ability to explore the
vast solution spaces of the manipulators configuration space
efficiently and with probabilistic completeness [22, 23]. Our
motion planner works in concept similar to the Constrained
Bi-RRT (CBiRRT2), which extends the RRT algorithm with
the concept of task constraints [24]. Our approach exceeds the
CBiRRT2 by its tight integration in the system architecture
and its additional constraints for planetary exploration, for
example gravitational constraints. Additionally our approach
has the ability to learn from previous planning queries which
is presented in detail in [25].
Docking and interfacing systems targeting deep space and
planetary missions differ greatly in their requirements. They
are usually adapted to narrowly defined tasks, lowering risks
for the mission and costs, but leaving no options for flexi-
bility. Common functionalities of these systems are that they
enable connection of mechanical loads, transfer of electrical
power and data as well as establishing thermal distribution by
liquid exchange. Despite the synergies between these fields
of interest, several approaches by renowned agencies lead
to the implementation of individual, proprietary designs. The
docking of mechanical loads can be solved through exposed
guide elements [26, 27]. As a result, the active interface part
must be capable of generating forces towards the passive
coupling partner, which are high enough to accomplish mating
within the correct orientation followed by establishing the
connection for the target application. High forces have to
be controlled and monitored carefully as docking actions can
bear the risk of collision with other parts of the system. As
systems often employ space grade components of the shelf
with rectangular shape, the mating and connecting requires a
high precision to lower the risk of system damage and mission
failure.
One way to classify the process of robotic manipulation
and the necessary components involved is by the weight
of the handled payload. Solutions comprising a gripper that
provides functionality similar to that of a human hand are
in general more appropriate for the manipulation of light
weight objects. Compared to this the handling of heavier
payloads requires an interface comparable to an industrial
tool changer. However, for the application of such a system
the manipulator platform has to provide precise positioning
and a static model of the working environment has to be
established for the time of operation. Dynamic changes of the
environment lead to a time-consuming update of the model
and even technical components, possibly rendering the system
unable to operate correctly. In consequence, standard industrial
tool changers contradict to systems required for explorative
tasks performed by mobile robots in an unknown environment.
In such cases the world model is changing dynamically, thus
systems involved in docking or undocking maneuvers have to
provide a capability for larger tolerances.
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III. MOBILE MANIPULATION FOR PLANETARY
EXPLORATION
Planetary exploration missions contain key milestones
which define the mission success or failure. One example
of such a milestone in our experiments is when the rover
docks to the payload element on the lander. To reach this
milestone autonomously the rover solves a whole sequence
of tasks: The rover must locate the landing unit, drive to the
correct docking location, fine position the rover body, execute
a manipulator motion to position the docking interface, and
dock rigidly to the payload element. Every step must position
the rover, the manipulator, or the docking interface within a
certain distance of the payload for the next step to work. As
this describes a long chain of dependencies the main difficulty
is not each individual step (nevertheless hard by themselves)
but the robustness of the integrated system.
To achieve a robustness level to execute a whole planetary
exploration mission, we designed an architecture which is
focused on integrating all components, as shown in Fig. 2. The
centerpiece of the architecture is a world model which holds all
the information the rover knows about itself, its environment,
as well as the mission status. This information is shared by
the main software components: The control flow RAFCON,
the motion planner for the manipulator, the navigation and
exploration modules, and the object detection and localization
components. To control the access to the world model we
designed special interfaces, which provide different views onto
the world model. For example, the motion planner gathers its
required information through an interface which only exposes
the rigid body kinematics of the current scene. By having
all information in one central representation with controlled
access, we can ensure that each component always receives
the current data and does not access data which is irrelevant
for its domain.
Next to this central world model the main components
for mobile manipulation in our system are the task control
framework, the navigation and exploration module, the ma-
nipulator motion planner, and the docking interface. To build
on our previous work we only briefly present the individual
components and focus on the novel contributions centered
around the world model. As the navigation and exploration
component remained similar in concept please refer to our
previous publication for details [6].
A. Autonomous Task Control
To program the autonomous behavior of the LRU rover and
to monitor the progress of the mission execution we employed
our flow control software RAFCON [11]. Compared to the
state machines programmed for our previous experiments
(see [6]) the complexity of the autonomous behavior for
our scenarios in the project Robotic Exploration of Extreme
Environments (ROBEX) rose even more. For the seismic
measurements (see Section IV-A) we created state machines
of more than 1400 states and 1900 transitions of a maximum
hierarchy level of eight.
Fig. 2. The abstract system architecture of the Light Weight Rover Unit,
depicting the main components.
Fig. 3. The RAFCON state machine for the seismic measurement
experiment described in Section IV-A.
As described in [6], we use a main decision maker for the
robot to decide with subtask to execute next based on the
knowledge of the robot’s environment (i.e. the world model).
Moreover, we employ local decision makers to decide upon
the next actions based on different sensor inputs or failure
events. Error recovery procedures for many failure types can
be added easily as RAFCON offers powerful support for error
handling in its very core design.
We extended the robot behavior to cover different autonomy
levels depending on the current testing situation. In general,
the main mission commands are issued by the sequencer on
the landing unit, so the rover has to synchronize with the
lander. Furthermore the rover has to communicate with the
seismic measurement units (or ”remote units”) to retrieve e.g.
the gravity vector of the current deployment pose. As usual
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for real outdoor tests, both the communication to the lander
and to the remote units happens to fail. In these situations
the robot needs to choose the best action path to continue the
mission as good as possible.
RAFCON furthermore enables us to test the whole action
sequences remotely from a control computer in the base station
before it is deployed onto the robot for fully autonomous
behavior. In practice, this development procedure saves a lot
of time, as a frequent deploying procedure over a bandwidth
limited, high delayed communication would block the robot
for long durations.
B. World Model
1) Basic Concept: In the last years the development of
robotic systems has benefited immensely from the design
concept of a fine grained modular approach. One major goal
is to decouple all components. So why do we come up with a
robot world model as a central component? The consideration
is that most components have an internal world model. The
world models of some components are a complex, geometric
representation, e.g. for path planning modules; others are only
a few parameters identifying the systems properties for control.
However, since almost all modules are related to the real
world, the components indirectly depend on each other. For
example if an object is grasped the load data changes, addi-
tional constraints arise for the planner, the field of view of the
cameras change, etc. Instead of keeping all models individually
updated our approach has one model of the world. Changes
of the real world are tracked and modeled in that component.
All other components can extract their world representations
from this world model: Ensuring synchronization.
Since computational resources on the system are limited,
we use an abstract representation of the world, instead of
simulating the environment and physical effects in detail.
The basic consideration is that the most important relation
between objects is the geometric relation. Hence our world
model is based on geometric transformations connecting dif-
ferent objects. Since our use cases are usually in quasi-
static environments most of these relations are constant. In-
stead of simulating physical laws our assumption is: Every
transformation is constant until we get new information. We
decided to use a tree structure due to the fact that most of
the knowledge we have about the environment are relative
relations. For example we know the static relation between
lander and docking port, but not the pose of the docking port in
the map frame. Therefore every object has exactly one parent
object with a defined transformation. Changing this relation
leads implicitly to changed poses of all child objects regarding
the map frame. Besides physical objects our world model has
different object types, like e.g. frames, markers and grasps
representing additional knowledge in the model (see Figure 4).
2) Application: For manipulation tasks the robot has to
change its environment. These changes of the environment can
be modeled explicitly. Since our world model representation
of the robot is very simple, consisting of two objects, only
few operations and their effects are possible during execution:
• Move manipulator: When the robot moves its manipulator
the transformation between robot base and flange has to
be updated.
• Move platform: When the robot’s platform is moved, the
transformation between the scene root and robot base has
to be updated.
• Pick up object: When an object is grasped, the parent of
the object has to be changed to the robot flange in the
world model. The transformation to the robot flange is
given by the applied grasp.
• Place object: When an object is placed onto an object in
the scene, the parent of the object changes from the robot
flange to the object on which the object was placed.
To estimate a pose of an object a local reference frame
is needed. Knowing the world pose of the reference frame
allows computing the world pose of the object. Often the same
reference object or frame is used for many objects. Given the
case that the measurement of the reference object to the world
frame was improved, all referenced objects have to be moved
to benefit from that information.
3) Implementation: The proposed world model is imple-
mented using the graph database Neo4j1 as backend. Neo4j
represents data using a property-graph model, meaning the
database is a graph composed of nodes and interconnected
by edges, both of which can store arbitrary properties in a
key-value fashion. For our world model, we directly represent
objects in the world model as nodes in the database graph and
correspondingly edges in the graph build up the world model
tree structure. The relative position and orientation between
two objects are stored as properties of the connecting edge.
We define and ensure a common type-system for objects in
the world, by defining a type-hierarchy with precisely listed
required and optional properties for each object type (e.g.
every PhysicalObject has to have a mass; every Grasp a width
and force). This is done via a so called object-graph-mapping
(OGM) using the neomodel library 2.
A database as backend in general provides useful features
to keep the world model consistent at any time, e.g. synchro-
nized multi-client read-/write-access and transaction support
for batching multiple modifications into an atomic operation.
In particular, we use transactions with pre-/post-transaction
sanity checks to allow complex yet safe operations on the
world model. In case of a software error or violated sanity
checks (e.g. a world model object suddenly has two parents),
the world model is automatically rolled back to the consistent
state before this modification. As a graph database, Neo4j
offers a pattern-related query language called CYPHER, which
makes it very easy to query the world model for e.g. ”all rigid
bodies for which a grasp is defined.”
We use YAML-files as a human read-/writeable way to
specify the initial world model, but also complex object tem-
plates (e.g. complete subgraphs of PhysicalObjects together
with attached Grasps and Markers, etc.). To add such tem-
1https://neo4j.com/
2https://github.com/robinedwards/neomodel
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Fig. 4. Schematic of a part of the world model after the robot referenced itself to the Lander, shortly before picking up the Remote Unit.
a b c
Fig. 5. Different solution paths found by the manipulator motion planner shown as discretized configurations of the arm. a) shows the manipulator
motion of moving the payload from the lander onto the rover, b) shows the motion of picking up the payload from the ground, and c) shows the
motion of approaching the ground with a shovel.
plates into the world model, we developed a domain-specific
module and API for higher level operations based on the raw
CYPHER- and OGM-access to the database. Other more com-
plex operations include querying the relative transformation
between arbitrary objects in the graph or maintaining unique
labels for nodes (e.g. exactly one node might hold a label
CURRENT PLANNING SCENE).
This API is the basis for several adapter modules which
make operations accessible via ROS services. New function-
ality or composite operations can be added in a modular way
by writing additional adapters as necessary. Two examples
would be 1) the GeometricScene-Adapter, which provides
services to get a reduced object tree with everything relevant
for building a geometric scene representation for motion
planning, and 2) a ROS-Tf-Adapter, which takes care of
periodically publishing the world as ROS-Tf-tree as well as
updating externally published transformations (for example
robot f lange→ robot base) in the world model.
C. Manipulator Motion Planning
For the exploration of a remote planet scientists want to
deploy scientific instruments, take samples of the soil, and
perform maintenance on the landing equipment. To equip a
rover with a general purpose device for all of these tasks a
robotic manipulator can be employed. But if the rover is to
autonomously use the manipulator, it must plan motions which
satisfy the following constraints:
• The motion must be collision free, permitting only desired
contacts with the environment.
• The motion must respect the manipulators kinematic and
dynamic constraints: The manipulators overall structure
and the joint and torque limits.
• The motion must fulfill the required task: For example
connect the docking interface to the payload box.
Planning these motions is particular difficult as the search
space, the configuration space, of the manipulator is vast. To
efficiently search the space of possible solutions we employ a
sampling based planner, as previously presented [6]. By using
a derivation of the Rapidly Exploring Randomized Tree (RRT)
we are able to compute a motion for the manipulator which
satisfies all the mentioned constraints [22]. Figure 5 shows
example solutions for tasks solved during the experiments.
Building on the previous work we have included two major
new concepts in the manipulator motion planning:
• Synchronization of the manipulation planner with the
world representation.
• Torque constraints to manage the high payload of the
seismic instruments.
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Fig. 6. The payload box with passive coupling partner “P” placed on the
ground (left side). The active coupling partner “A” comprising the metal
spring grasping elements “S” (right side) while opening the capturing
zone.
The synchronization of the manipulation motion planner is
a central component of the overall manipulation pipeline. To
safely plan and execute motions of the manipulator, the motion
planner always requires the latest model of the rover’s state
and the environment. This information is always present in
the world model as described in Section III-B. To extract the
geometric information, we designed a specialized interface:
The rigid body interface extracts all geometric and shape infor-
mation from the graph database and offers this information to
the motion planner for a specific scene. For example before the
rover manipulates an object close to the lander, it detects the
precise location of the lander and the surrounding objects. This
information is inserted into the world model by the perception
processes of the rover. Once the rover plans a motion for its
manipulator, it extracts the shape and geometric relations of
the lander and the surrounding objects to generate a collision
free motion.
Respecting the torque limits of the manipulator is particular
important in planetary exploration. On the one hand the robotic
manipulator must be lightweight to limit the cost of sending it
to the remote planet. On the other hand, the manipulator must
lift relatively heavy payload elements to deploy the scientific
instruments. This leads to the fact that the manipulator cannot
hold all payload elements at every configuration. For example,
if the manipulator is fully stretched, the torques at joint two
exceed the joint limits by far. To avoid such configurations,
we include the torque limits when planning motions. At each
configuration the planner computes the expected gravitational
torques at the arm joints and selects a path which satisfies the
torque limits of the manipulator.
D. Envicon Docking Interface
To avoid high precision positioning of the docking interface
at the beginning of the docking process, we developed a
Fig. 7. The mounting point of the docking interface’s active part is
shifted behind the robotic arm’s TCP towards the last joint “J” in order
to keep the distance between the payloads center of gravity and the joint
as short as possible.
concept that uses a rotationally symmetric geometry for the
docking core including the connection of mechanical loads,
electrical power, data transfer and fluid transfer. Furthermore,
the concept foresees the principle of retraction accomplished
by the active part of the docking interface, providing a zone
of higher tolerance to initiate the docking process instead
of requiring exact prepositioning by the robot or vehicle as
described in [28], [29], [30] and [31]. The presented concept is
capable of increasing the misalignment tolerance, thus leading
to a more robust docking process especially on mobile robots
in rough and undefined environments. Furthermore, the con-
cept can lower the overall system weight, as the forces required
during the docking process do not have to be produced by
the manipulation platform. In fact, the forces provided by the
interface during the docking procedure exceed those of the
manipulator platform. Despite the lack of guide rails in the
docking core, the traction and friction created by the interface
can withstand maximum torques of the robotic arm. Figure 6
shows an overview of the docking interface in its validation
environment.
The docking interface consists of an active and a passive
coupling partner. As proposed by the novel concept, the
latter is a rotationally symmetric cylinder with a defined,
partially conic shape. The active coupling partner is basically
a cylindrical structure with an outer diameter of 102mm, an
inner diameter of 65mm and a length of 79mm. The cylindrical
structure incorporates the mechanical capturing mechanism
and the system controller unit along with redundant sensors
and power supplies. The system controller runs a set of
software processes that serve for inter-system communication,
safety mechanisms and the control of the docking process. The
design was adapted to the robotic arm used during the mission,
leading to the interfaces overall weight of 390g while being
capable of safely docking and manipulating payloads of more
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Fig. 8. The left figure shows the model of the Light Weight Rover Unit and the RODIN lander during the un-docking of a seismic measurement
unit. The right figure shows the same scene augmented with all transformations relevant for manipulation or scene registration.
than 5kg. The maximum payload range for the robotic arm,
however, was limited to 2.7kg payload. To reduce the dynamic
torques and forces generated by the payload during docked
manipulation, the design was adapted to push the payloads
center of gravity towards the outmost joint of the robotic
arm Figure 7. The proposed design foresees easy upscaling
to larger diameters and heavier payloads.
To enable the system’s docking functionality, the active cou-
pling partner incorporates two motorized, ring shaped lifting
platforms that can be moved along the docking axes within
the cylindrical structure. One lifting platforms carries nine
metal spring elements arranged along the inner circumference
which open up a funnel-shaped capturing zone as they move
outwards. As initially described, this capturing zone enables a
higher degree of misalignment tolerance with respect to other
comparable systems. This way the system can increase the
probability for a successful docking process as soon as the
passive coupling partner has entered the capturing zone.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
We proved the applicability of our architecture in several
experiments during the moon-analogue demonstration mission
of ROBEX on Mt. Etna, Sicily. The first experiment targets the
deployment of seismic measurements units in rough terrain,
the second one consists of a sample return task.
A. Seismic Measurements
During the seismic measurement experiment, the rover
performs the local transportation of the measurement device:
The rover picks a payload box containing the instrument from
a landing unit and carries the seismograph to a specified
deploy location. Once at the deploy location, the robot deploys
the seismograph and waits for a test measurement. Once the
measurement is complete, the rover picks the seismograph
again and transports it back to landing unit.
The seismic measurement experiment poses three major
difficulties:
• The measurement device (seismograph) must be placed
in a predefined location with a tolerance of a few meters.
• The seismograph must be aligned with the gravity vector
with a tolerance of a few degrees
• The deployment of the seismograph must be verified with
a controlled impact onto the ground.
Overall the rover was able to successfully complete the
seismic measurement experiment fully autonomously in about
one hour and ten minutes. Figure 9 shows the main scenes
from the experiment. At the beginning the rover started at a
distance of 5 m in front of the Robex Demonstration Lander
(RODIN) (a). From the start position it autonomously drove
to the pickup location at the back of the RODIN (b). Once
at the pickup location the rover computed and executed a
manipulator motion to press the envicon docking interface
compliantly against the passive adapter on the payload box
(see Figure 8) and rigidly connected to the payload box by
closing the docking interface (c). After the release of the
payload box by the landing unit, the rover pulled the payload
box from the holder and placed it onto the rover’s carrier with
an online planned, collision free manipulator motion (d,e).
Once the arm was back in the drive position (f), the rover drove
to the deploy location (g,h,i) with Mt. Etna in the background.
At the deploy location the rover reconnected to the payload
box and placed it onto the ground (j, k). As the seismograph
orientation differed from the gravity vector by ca. 12 deg, the
rover leveled the ground multiple times by flattening the sand
with the long edge of the payload box (l). Once the orientation
was within a 5 deg tolerance the rover optimized the contact
of the seismograph with the ground by pressing the payload
box onto the ground and performing a compliant rotary motion
(m). To test the correct measurement of the seismograph with
a predefined impulse, the rover hit the ground with its wrist
compliantly (n). After the test measurement, the rover picked
the payload box again and placed it on its carrier again (o,
p). Once the manipulator was back in drive position, the rover
drove back to the landing unit and successfully completed the
seismic measurement mission (q, r).
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Fig. 9. Main scenes from the seismic measurement mission. The LRU rover picks the seismograph from the lander (a-f), drives to the deploy location
(g-i), deploys the instrument (i-n), and returns to the lander (o-r).
B. Sample Return
The target of the second experiment is to collect a soil
sample from a target location. The rover approaches the region
of interest and places the probe container on the ground. After
grasping the shovel from a special holder element on the
robot’s side, it shovels a soil probe into the probe container.
Subsequently, the rover puts the sample box back onto the
storage of the rover’s back and returns the sample to the base
station.
Next to planning collision free movements in a reasonable
amount of time, another main challenge is to consider special
constrains while manipulating the target objects. Specifically,
while placing the soil sample into the sample container, the
motion planner must ensure that the manipulator does not spill
any of the collected soil. The same consideration has to be
taken into account for the probe container after filling it with
the soil. Arbitrary motions of the box could spill the stored
sample. These orientation constrains for the docked objects
must be considered by the motion planner.
Overall the rover was able to successfully complete the
sample experiment fully autonomously in about ten minutes.
Figure 10 shows the main scenes from the experiment. At
the beginning the rover drove to the sample location (a) and
deployed the probe container by docking to the container and
afterwards planning and execution a motion to place it onto the
ground (b-d). After subsequently docking to the shovel with
the manipulator, the rover used the shovel to collect a probe
of the ground (e) and inserted the probe into one of the slots
of the probe container (f). Once the manipulator had stored
the shovel again, the rover lifted the probe container without
spilling the probe (g-i).
V. DISCUSSION
The successful execution of both experiments shows that
the LRU rover can complete complex mobile manipulation
tasks for planetary exploration. The system’s main feature
is that it can complete the tasks autonomously, robustly,
and within a relatively short time. Both the autonomy and
the robustness stem from the presented system architecture
with the central world model. By gathering all information
centralized and distributing the data over specialized interfaces
to the individual components, each component is informed
of the current world state, but only accesses the information
relevant for its data.
Compared to the mars rovers of NASA [3] our rover is
able to act more autonomously. In general, at NASA the
autonomous behavior for a robot is generated on earth e.g.
via MAPGEN [5]. Thereafter a human operator checks the
action sequence, which is subsequently sent to the rover on
Mars. This cycle is likely to consume a lot of time, as the
communication delay between Earth and Mars can be up to
24 minutes. As described in Section III, our rover is capable
of deciding upon the next action sequence by evaluating the
autonomous collected data of the environment.
The task execution software RAFCON provided the ability
to capture the complex mission procedure in human under-
standable state machines. The hierarchical concept of the
state machines allowed us to encapsulate the mission parts
into clear segments and intuitively compose these segments
into the overall mission. The intuitive visualization of the
control flow during programming as well as testing allowed
for swift debugging and monitoring of the rover’s process in
the mission.
Our integrated manipulator motion planner was able to
compute all paths necessary for the individual manipulation
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Fig. 10. Main scenes from the sample return mission. The LRU rover autonomously places the probe container (a-d), inserts a sand probe into the
container with a shovel (e-f), and lifts the probe container again (g-i).
steps. During the sample experiment, the motion planner was
able to plan constrained motions for inserting the extracted
soil with the shovel into the probe container. Planning this
motion was particular hard due to the narrow solution space
within the vast search space. During the seismic measurement
experiment, the motion planner was able to generate paths for
picking the payload from the lander, placing the payload on
the soil, executing a test impulse as well as picking the payload
from the ground again. Handling the heavy payload required
the planner to observe the torque constraints induced through
gravity.
The envicon docking interface enabled the rover to rigidly
connect to a versatile range of objects. In the probe experiment
the rover was able to dock rigidly to the probe container as
well as the shovel. Both connections withstood all torques
induced to the manipulation steps especially during shovel-
ing the ground. In the seismic measurement experiment, the
docking interface withstood the torques induced through the
heavy payload of the seismograph. Additionally, the docking
interface did not succumb to the adverse conditions on Mt.
Etna and was able to resist the fine lava dust as well as high
wind speeds over a test campaign of several weeks.
Although our system can perform the majority of the
tasks autonomously and in a robust manner, there are still
many problems our rover cannot tackle. Especially, weather
constraints complicate object detection and lead to lower
object detection success rates or inaccurate pose estimations.
Furthermore, heavy wind put additional constraints on the
impedance controller for in-contact motions. In summary,
there are many open challenges that have to be tackled to build
a truly robust system able to cover a wide field of outdoor
scenarios.
An open issue is also the verification of the system auton-
omy to not perform any actions which endanger the mission.
Since the system consists of many distributed processes,
an exhaustive formal verification of all individual processes
and the overall integration would pose a momentous effort.
Therefore we propose three aligned strategies to reach the
necessary robustness: A verification of the autonomy on the
state machine level in RAFCON, which can be automatized
and is thus feasible; an error recovery concept which leverages
the hierarchical composition of the state machines as well as
the centralized information of the world model; and extensive
testing in mission analog test sites, e.g. on Mt. Etna.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper we proposed a robust and scalable system
architecture for autonomous robots in the context of planetary
exploration. The main features of this architecture consists of
the online motion planning of highly constraint tasks and a
powerful flow control framework closely linked to a world
model capable of storing arbitrary information about the rover,
its environment and gathered scientific data. We showcased
our approach on several experiments in the context of the
moon-analogue demonstration mission on Mt. Etna, Sicily.
Ultimately, we could prove the robustness of our system
in a rough terrain environment in the presence of harsh
weather conditions including heavy wind and changing light
and temperature conditions.
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